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  EDGE is dead or is it? 
MS: New Edge Rebuild to Support 

Chrome Extensions 

 
By John Lister on December, 11 2018 in “Infopackets.com”.  

Microsoft has confirmed Edge will now use the same code as Chrome. It's also said it plans to 

support Chrome extensions on Edge. 

The news bears out previous reports, though notably it appears Microsoft will stick with the 

Edge name for the revamped browser. That may be because it put so much effort into branding 

Edge as the replacement of Internet Explorer. 

https://www.infopackets.com/news/10463/report-microsoft-ditch-edge-browser


It's all to do with rendering engines, the part of a web browser that actually turns the code of a 

web page into what the users sees on screen. Microsoft is ditching its own EdgeHTML and 

adopting "Chromium," an open source engine developed by Google and used in browsers 

including Chrome. 

Web Developers Pushed For Change 

In a blog post, Microsoft confirmed the reasons for the switch, saying: "we intend to adopt the 

Chromium open source project in the development of Microsoft Edge on the desktop to create 

better web compatibility for our customers and less fragmentation of the web for all web 

developers." (Source: windows.com) 

It was already good news for web developers who expressed frustration at having to write extra 

code for web pages to make sure they look and work right on Edge, which is only used by a 

small percentage of PC owners. 

Extensions To Get Support 

However, some would-be Edge users have said they are put off switching away from Chrome 

because they rely on extensions. These are third party tools that interact with Chrome to add 

extra functionality such as password managers, or tools to automatically send the text of a long 

web article to a Kindle e-Reader. 

In a separate post on a discussion forum, Edge project manager Kyle Alden said "It's our 
intention to support existing Chrome extensions." Tech experts say that the word "intention" 

shouldn't be a red flag as, once Edge switches to Chromium, there's no significant technical 

barrier to supporting the extensions. (Source: reddit.com) 

In theory the move could mean Edge offers 

ADVERTISEMENT  

 
the best of both worlds, combining its advantages (which Microsoft says will include the browser 

running faster) with the convenience and popularity of key Chrome features such as extensions. 

In practice, it may be too late for people who've already settled on Chrome to be prepared to test 

that theory. 

What's Your Opinion? 

Do you use browser extensions (also called add-ons in some browsers)? How important are they 

to your online experience? If you use Chrome, would support for Chrome extensions persuade 

you to try Edge instead? 

 

https://blogs.windows.com/windowsexperience/2018/12/06/microsoft-edge-making-the-web-better-through-more-open-source-collaboration/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Windows10/comments/a3pt19/microsoft_edge_making_the_web_better_through_more/eb8rhe5/


A Weekly Dispatch from Technology's Lunatic Fringe 

SMALL PROJECTS Hand Camera. 
From Mikes List (mike@elgan.com) 

 

   
 

My wife is the only person who could get me to wear a ring -- until now. 
The InstaRing is a ring for your finger that sports a built-in 4K, 12-
megapixel camera! You take a picture by pressing the shutter button on 
the side. Then the photo is automatically transferred via Bluetooth to 
your phone. It's water resistant and charges wirelessly.  
 
 

 

Now you know why your mother said “wash your hands before you eat!” 

 

Found on “Infopackets.com”. 

Report: Cellphones 'Dirtier Than Toilet Seat' 

 

    A hygiene company says the average smartphone is "seven times dirtier" 

    than a toilet seat. People using them in bathrooms could be the cause. 

    The company says it swabbed 50 phones with a device that lights up 

    spots on a surface housing live bacteria. On average it found 1,479 

    such spots on a phone, compared with 220 on a toilet seat. Not all 

    phones are equally icky however. Phones with a wipe-clean plastic 

    covers had slightly fewer bacteria spots than the average handset. The 

    worst offender was a phone in a leather case that doubled as a wallet 

    and had nearly 17 times as many bacteria ... 

(for the rest of the dirty details go to)  

http://www.infopackets.com/lists/lt.php?id=Z0xVBVsCSgAHU19EUlBRAQIL 

https://elgan.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=4802048e9817f76d70d17bfcc&id=5762ac7704&e=87d0c55352
https://elgan.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=4802048e9817f76d70d17bfcc&id=5762ac7704&e=87d0c55352
http://www.infopackets.com/lists/lt.php?id=Z0xVBVsCSgAHU19EUlBRAQIL


 

 

 

Many Amazon Reviews Could Be Bogus 

 
By John Lister on October, 23 2018 in “Infopackets.com” 

A consumer group says Amazon sellers are bribing people to post bogus reviews 

on Amazon's websites. But it also suggests some reviewers may also be getting ripped off. 

The claims come from "Which?", a British organization similar to Consumer Reports. It tested 

five sellers who had posted in Facebook groups designed to recruit people to buy and review 

Amazon products. 

The groups involve sellers suggesting products which people can then buy and review, after 

which the seller will refund their purchase cost. Which? Staff did so for five products and then 

posted what it called a fair review of each. 

Five Star Reviews Demanded 

Of the five sellers: 

 One gave a refund as promised.  

 One gave the refund and a £5 bonus.  

 One stopped responding once the review was posted.  

 The remaining two refused to pay out, explicitly stating this was because the reviews did 

not have a five star rating. One said that "it is the default to give five-star evaluation" 

when a product is received free of charge. 

Amazon told Which? that its policies 

banned people from receiving any compensation in return for posting a review. Amazon also 

stated that promoting or arranging fake reviews is against its user standards. 

Five Signs To Raise Suspicions 

Which? says users should check for five signs of potentially bogus reviews:  

 Reviews being suspiciously long or short and sounding unnatural.  



 A large number of reviews posted in a short period, suggesting a pay-for-reviews 

campaign.  

 The reviewer's account always has five star reviews, or has reviewed a suspiciously high 

number of similar products in a short time.  

 The review praising something specific about the product that most other reviews have 

criticized.  

 Most reviews having a very high or low rating with few in between. 

A recent survey for Which? said that 61 percent of people were concerned by fake online 

reviews. It also found 31 percent of people said they'd bought a product because it had good 

reviews and ratings but then been disappointed by the product. 

What's Your Opinion? 
Do you pay much attention to online reviews? Should posting a review in return for payment be 

illegal? How do you look out for bogus reviews? 

 

“PASSWORDS”  I HATE PASSWOEDS! 

Microsoft Moves Towards Password-

Free Logins 

 
By John Lister on November, 22 2018 in “Infopackets.com”. 

Microsoft has announced several steps towards a world without passwords. It not so much a 

revolution at this stage, compared to a few measures towards convenience. 

The changes involve the way people login to Microsoft services such as the online edition of 

Office, Skype, Edge browser and the Xbox Live gaming service (on PCs) - all of which work via 

a single Microsoft account. 

Microsoft is building on "Windows Hello," an existing system for logging into a Windows 10 PC 

using a PIN code, facial recognition or a fingerprint reader, rather than relying on a password. 

Physical Keys An Option 



Users can now login to their Microsoft account on PCs or mobile devices - and thus the 

associated services - using their password, a Windows Hello method, or via a physical security 

key. This can either be a USB dongle, or a small device that connects wirelessly through Near 

Field Communication (NFC) which is typically used on smartphones and contactless payment 

cards. (Source: windows.com) 

Public Key Cryptography Used 

With these various methods, security is boosted by splitting the security records over two "keys", 

which in this case means computer code rather than a physical device. (Source: theregister.co.uk) 

The private key is stored on the user's device and includes any facial or fingerprint details, 

meaning Microsoft (and anyone who hacks Microsoft) doesn't have access to these details. 

Meanwhile a public key is stored on Microsoft's computers and is used to decrypt data sent to 

Microsoft servers. 

This data includes the "password" (which is made up of a PIN, facial recognition, or biometric 

fingerprint), but is encrypted using the users' private key on the device. The private key never 

leaves the device, hence it is extremely secure. 

This type of cryptography is also best suited to prevent "man in the middle" attacks, where a 

third party may be "listening in" on the communication and able to view authentication data (and 

in some cases, decrypt the data) as it is being sent. Since the data is already encrypted before it 

leaves the device, there is no way for such an attack to occur. 

 

Refer to this article for more information about public key cryptography. 

Phishing Could Be Harder 

The idea behind this scheme is to reduce the need for users to type in passwords or user names 

when logging in. In turn, that reduces the risk of them providing such details in response to a 

phishing scam, which is where scammers try to trick people into logging in to a bogus site or 

otherwise handing over login details. 

For now, it will only be possible to log in to a Microsoft account through a password-less method 

using the Edge browser, though only if you are running Windows 10 with the infamous October 

Update patch. This patch has received some particularly bad press because it inadvertently 

deleted user data, broke sound cards, and caused an incompatibility with icloud. 

The idea behind a passwordless system such as this is expected to grow, as it is based on industry 

standards. Hence, it is expected that rival browsers such as Chrome and Firefox will adopt these 

standards sometime in the near future. 

https://blogs.windows.com/windowsexperience/2018/11/20/keeping-you-updated-on-windows-hello/#xtAEQcfm4WEsxSwH.97
https://www.theregister.co.uk/2018/11/21/fido2/
https://www.infopackets.com/news/4925/beware-man-middle-hacker-attacks
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public-key_cryptography
https://www.infopackets.com/news/10449/ms-win10-bugs-fixed-october-update-rolls-out-again
https://www.infopackets.com/news/10449/ms-win10-bugs-fixed-october-update-rolls-out-again
https://www.infopackets.com/news/10428/windows-10-october-update-deletes-user-documents
https://www.infopackets.com/news/10429/windows-10-bug-silences-sound-cards
https://www.infopackets.com/news/10452/windows-10-october-update-breaks-icloud-f5-vpn


What's Your Opinion? 

Do you use biometric logins or physical "security" keys already? Would you be happy or willing 

to do so? Will the day ever come when passwords are dropped completely?  

 

 

And to one and all a 

Merry Christmas  

And a  

Happy New Year! 

 

 

 


